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China and India

11.1 Is China Ahead?

When development planning began in China after the revolution (1949) and in India after its independence (1947), both countries were starting from a very low base of economic and social achievement. The gross national product per head in each country was among the lowest in the world, hunger was widespread, the level of illiteracy remarkably high, and life expectancy at birth not far from 40 years. There were many differences between them, but the similarities were quite striking. Since then things have happened in both countries, but the two have moved along quite different routes. A comparison between the achievements of China and India is not easy, but certain contrasts do stand out sharply.

Perhaps the most striking is the contrast in matters of life and death. Life expectancy at birth in China appears to be firmly in the middle to upper 60s (close to 70 years according to some estimates), while that in India seems to be around the middle to upper 50s. The under-5 mortality rate, according to UNICEF statistics, is 47 per thousand in China, and more than three times as much in India, viz. 154. The percentage of infants with low birth weight in 1982–3 is reported to be about 6 in China, and five times as much in India. Analyses of anthropometric data and morbidity patterns confirm that China has achieved a remarkable transition in health and nutrition. No comparable transformation has occurred in India.

Things have diverged radically in the two countries also in the field of elementary education. The percentage of adult literacy is about 43 in India, and around 69 in China. If China and India looked similar in these

---


2 The World Development Report 1988 gives the figure of 57 years at life expectancy at birth in India in 1986. The last reliable estimate based on sample registration survey for 1976–80 puts the figure at 52.5 years, but later estimates also suggest a longer life expectancy in the mid-50s.

3 UNICEF (1988), Table 1.

4 UNICEF (1988), Table 2. Serious doubts have, however, been expressed about the reliability of these figures of birth weights, for purposes of international comparison, especially since there are some variations in the criteria used.


6 UNICEF (1988), Table 4. The male and female adult literacy rates given by UNICEF for each country are respectively 82 and 56 in China and 57 and 29 in India. The total population averages have been obtained from these data by weighting the female and male figures by the ratio of females to males in the two countries.
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Fig. 11.1 Life expectancy at birth in China and India

matters at the middle of this century, they certainly do not do so now. The comparison is not, however, entirely one-sided. There are skeletons in China’s cupboard—millions of them from the disastrous famine of 1958–61. India, in contrast, has not had any large-scale famine since independence in 1947. We shall take up the question of comparative famine experience later on (in section 11.3), and also a few other problems in China’s success story (sections 11.4 and 11.5), but there is little doubt that as far as morbidity, mortality and longevity are concerned, China has a large and decisive lead over India.

---

7 The picture is more diverse if intracountry differences are also considered. In particular, the public intervention programmes in the state of Kerala in India seem to have made the achievements of that state comparable to China’s. The mixed nature of these contrasts also points towards some policy lessons. The issue is taken up in the last section of this chapter.

8 China’s lead in the field of literacy is also clear enough, though India has a much more extensive tertiary education sector with a much higher percentage of the relevant age-cohort going to the universities.
What has brought about that lead is a matter of very considerable interest, and to that issue we now turn.

11.2 What Put China Ahead?

In the last chapter we distinguished between ‘growth-mediated security’ and ‘support-led security’. Is China’s success based mainly on rapid economic growth, or is it primarily the result of developing a vast system of public support? It might not be immediately obvious what has been the main factor behind China’s lead over India. Of course, China has had a much more extensive system of public delivery of food, health care, and education. But, according to widely quoted standard statistics, it is also credited with having had a much faster rate of economic growth than India. We have to scrutinize both sets of information.

Comparison of China’s and India’s rates of growth of per-capita GNP has attracted good deal of attention among experts, and the difficulties of comparison are indeed formidable. The consensus has been in the direction of accepting a much higher growth rate in China than in India, though the difference appears to be somewhat smaller after corrections are made to account for the different bases of the respective estimates. There are also some non-comparabilities arising from differences in the way in which the two economies function (e.g. in the role of the service sector, which is much larger in India and has been growing fast), and the authors of these studies have warned us to be careful in interpreting the comparative estimates.9

*World Development Report 1988* gives the growth rate of GNP per head during 1965–86 as 1.8 per cent in India and 5.1 per cent—nearly three times as large—in China. If the comparative growth picture is really something like that, it would be natural to assume that the Chinese achievement in matters of life and death must have been substantially ‘growth-mediated’. Growing at 5.1 per cent per year over decades would, for one thing, make a country’s per-capita income a great deal higher than what would result from hastening slowly at 1.8 per cent, and that—as the arguments of the last chapter indicated—could make a lot of resources potentially available for public support in addition to enhancing average personal affluence.

These comparative growth figures do not, however, bear any scrutiny. Indeed, the same *World Development Report 1988* gives the Chinese per-capita GNP in 1986 as $300 and that of India as $290. If the figures of GNP level and GNP growth are put together, it would appear that in 1965 India had about twice the per-capita GNP of China (about $200 for India and $106 for China at 1986 prices). That is, in order for the Chinese GNP per head to have grown at

---

9 Wilfred Malenbaum (1956, 1959, 1982) has provided careful and illuminating comparisons of economic growth in the two countries over the decades. See also Swamy (1986c), and the previous literature cited there in Malenbaum (1982). See also Perkins (1983, 1988) on methodological problems and substantive results in assessing China’s growth performance.
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5.1 per cent while India’s grew at 1.8 per cent, and for the two to have ended up with their respective 1986 GNP figures, the Chinese per-capita GNP in the middle 1960s would have had to be only a little over a half of India.10 That inference would be contrary to all available estimates of Chinese and Indian GNP for the 1960s. It would have also made China a then a great deal poorer than the poorest country in the contemporary world.11 In fact, Simon Kuznets’s estimates indicated a similar GNP per head in 1958 for China and India, with ‘product per head’ about 20 per cent higher in China.12 The story of the Chinese GNP per head growing about three times as fast as the Indian simply does not bear empirical scrutiny.

In fact, the World Bank’s own *World Tables 1987* puts the GNP per head in the mid-1960s, specifically 1966, at $110 for China and $90 for India, i.e. 22 per cent higher in China. *World Tables 1987* also gives the 1986 GNP per head of China and India as $390 and $270 respectively. Putting their 1966 and 1986 figures together indicates implicit growth rates that are very similar for the two countries (5.1 per cent per year for China and 5.6 per cent in India). That is a very different picture from that of China’s growth rate of 5.1 per cent per year being nearly three times as high as India’s 1.8 per cent, as given by the more widely used publication of the same World Bank—the *World Development Report*. The picture is confused and confounded, to say the least.

One should not make heavy weather of these inconsistencies. We do know that international comparisons of GNP are plagued by the usual complications of exchange-rate variations and changes in relative prices.13 But the complete lack of relation between GNP levels and growth rates in *World Development Report*’s account of China’s and India’s respective performance makes it hard to put much reliance on the respective growth statistics.14 In particular, the

---

10 These results are not particularly sensitive to the exact years chosen for the backward extrapolation based on World Bank data. Putting together the GNP figures for 1982 and the growth rates for 1960–82, as given in *World Development Report 1984*, yields 1960 per-head GNP figures of $106 for China and $196 for India, i.e. a Chinese GNP per head 46% lower than India’s (on this see Sen 1985a: 78–80 and Table A.2).

11 The poorest country covered in the *World Development Report 1988* is Ethiopia with a GNP per head of $120 in 1986 (see Table 1, p. 222). This figure is much higher than the attributed GNP per head in China of $106 in 1965 (at 1986 prices).

12 Kuznets (1966: 36).

13 World Development Report 1983 itself shows the limitations of its estimates and draws attention to the assumptions on the basis of which the figures are arrived at (see pp. 290–I). The issue here is not one of accusing the World Bank of deception or perfidy, but to see the case for rejecting the comparative numbers that are presented in some of these widely used 'tables and which are in fact quoted again and again in discussions relating to China and India.

14 On the rapid revisions of China’s GNP figures made by the World Bank, see Malenbaum (1982): ‘As noted, Bank data for China’s GNP per capita were of the order of $400 for 1976 and 1977 (current US prices). Comparable figures for India were $150, some 37.5% of the Chinese levels. In 1980, the respective figures for China were $240 and $160 (1978 US prices); the ratio was 78.5%. The levels for 1979 are now shown as $260 and $190. A comparative development history that pictured China with a long-period growth advantage of about 150% per capita over India by the late 1970s now shows an advantage only one-quarter as large, some 50%–35%, over the same period. No structural explanation is offered for this radical revision’ (pp. 81–2). To continue the story where Malenbaum left off, the World Bank made the figures converge for all practical purposes by 1986, with (as mentioned in the text) a GNP per head of $300 for China and
story of a growth rate in China very much higher than that of India (5.1 per cent against India’s 1.8 per cent) is difficult to fathom. It is hard to see the Chinese attainment in health and nutrition as primarily a ‘growth-mediated’ success.

In fact, it seems fairly clear that the Chinese growth rate was not radically higher than that of India before the economic reforms of 1979, by which time the tremendous surge ahead in health and longevity had already taken place.\(^{15}\) In the pre-reform period, agricultural expansion in particular was sluggish in China, as it was in India, and the dramatic reduction in hunger and undernourishment and expansion of life expectancy in China were not ushered in by any spectacular rise in rural incomes or of food availability per head. As Judith Banister notes: ‘It also appears that the quantity of food produced per capita and the quality of the Chinese diet did not improve between 1957 and the late 1970’s . . . annual per capita grain production through 1977 was about the same as in the late 1950’s: it averaged 301 kilograms in 1955–57 and 305 kilograms in 1975–77.’\(^{16}\)

This is indeed the crucial point. The Chinese level of average opulence judged in terms of GNP per head, or total consumption per capita, or food consumption per person, did not radically increase during the period in which China managed to take a gigantic step forward in matters of life and death, moving from a life expectancy at birth in the low 40s (like the poorest countries today) to one in the high 60s (getting within hitting distance of Europe and North America).

Since the far-reaching economic and social reforms introduced in 1979 (with much greater use of market-based incentives), the Chinese growth rate has been fast—very much faster than earlier. But this has not been a period of further reduction in mortality. In fact, quite the contrary. The death rate in China reached, according to official statistics, its lowest level in 1978, just before the reforms, and went up in the period following the reforms, precisely when the growth of output and income accelerated impressively. On the lessons of the post-reform period in China, we shall have to say more (see section 11.4). At the moment we only note the fact that the great increase in longevity and reduction in mortality took place in China before the reforms, during a period of fairly moderate economic growth, whereas the post-reform period of rapid growth has witnessed no further rise and possibly some deterioration in survival chances. China’s remarkable achievements in matters of life and death.

---

\(^{15}\) See Riskin (1986, 1987).

\(^{16}\) See Banister (1987: 354). See also Carl Riskin’s (1986) paper on the strategy of ‘feeding China’, and the empirical studies cited there.
since the reforms. But before that we examine the big blot in China’s past record, viz. the famine of 1958–61.

11.3 The Chinese Famine and the Indian Contrast

The Chinese famine of 1958–61 followed the debacle of the so-called Great Leap Forward that was tried out from late 1957 onwards. While the failure of the Great Leap Forward came to be widely recognized after the initial public recognition, until very recently. This is particularly interesting given the monumental scale of the famine—arguably the largest in terms of total excess mortality in recorded history.

Comparing actual mortality with pre-famine mortality yields remarkably high figures of extra deaths in this famine. Estimates of extra mortality vary from 16.5 million to 29.5 million. These figures are extraordinarily large. For example, the excess mortality in the last Indian famine, viz. the so-called Great Bengal famine of 1943 (occurring four years before independence), is estimated to be about 3 million. In the scale of ‘extra deaths’ the Chinese famine was, thus, about five to ten times as large as the largest famine in India in this century.

Many things are still uncertain about the causation of the famine, but it is clear that there was an enormous collapse of agricultural output and income. Food availability decline certainly played an important part in the genesis of hunger that gripped China for three years. Taking the average national grain output per capita of 208 kg. in 1956 and 1957 as the point of reference, the 1959 output was 17 per cent below this and by 1960 the per-capita grain output was as much as 30 per cent down. Even in 1961, the shortfall vis-à-vis the 1956–7 average was 28 per cent, and the pre-famine figure was not reattained until the latter half of the 1960s.

Further, some regions suffered particularly serious declines and the sharp differences between food availability in different regions continued through the period of distress. For example, in 1960, while the provinces of Heilongjiang and Yunnan had respectively 229 and 209 kg. of grains per head for their rural population, the corresponding figures for Henan, Sichuan, and Hebei were respectively 143, 137, and 122 kg. The contrast between the rural and urban areas was also striking (for example, between 288 kg. in urban Hebei as against 122 in the rural areas of that province).

Public distribution at the local level was comprehensively disrupted. The problem for the rural areas was made much worse by the sharp increase in state procurement of foodgrains, and the rural communes were in many cases desperately short of food. In addition to that, there were also remarkable inequalities in the distribution of whatever food was available. This applied not only between the regions and between urban and rural areas, but even within a given rural region. Some provinces evidently suffered from much sharper intra-regional inequalities than others did, with correspondingly higher mortality. For instance, rural Sichuan and Henan suffered from much greater death rates than rural Hebei which did not have, on the average, any more food. Particularly, there was a great deal of wastage and excess consumption in particular ‘commune mess halls’.

The Chinese famine of 1958–61 was closely linked with policy failures — first in the debacle of the Great Leap Forward, then in the delay in rectifying the harm done, and along with that in accentuating distributional inequalities through enhanced procurement and uneven sharing. The remarkable aspect of the famine is its continuation over a number of years without an adequate recognition of the nature of the crisis (and without leading to the necessary changes in public policy).

This is one respect in which India’s record since independence must be seen to be very much superior. The fact that there has been no large-scale famine in India since independence is a positive contrast with the Chinese experience. The contrast is particularly interesting when account is taken of the fact that there have been several alarming dips in food output and availability in India over the same period (the latest being in the drought of 1987), and that on many occasions the entitlements of large parts of the population have been severely threatened both directly and indirectly (particularly through employment declines associated with droughts or floods).

21 Various regions of China also suffered from adverse weather conditions during 1959–61, contributed to the production problems, but it is hard to escape the conclusion that the bulk of the fact, the adverse climatic conditions were particularly important in making it harder to identify precisely how fully the ‘Leap’ had failed.


24 That figure was obtained also by using the same method of comparing actual mortality with pre-famine mortality, and making allowances for unreported deaths (Sen 1981a, Appendix D). The official estimate of excess mortality was 1.5 million, but that involved an undercounting due to incomplete temporal coverage.

25 It must, however, be remembered that since the Chinese mortality rates had come down sharply already prior to the famine, the ‘extra death’ estimates based on pre-famine mortality rates are in comparison with a pre-famine death rate lower than that of most poor countries in the world. But even if considerably higher pre-famine mortality rates are used, the excess mortality in China still amounts to astonishingly high figures.

26 See Peng (1987: 653–5, esp. Table 3).


28 The data are taken from Peng (1987).

29 On this see Peng (1987). ‘Ironically,’ notes Peng, ‘almost all the provinces that were praised by a People’s Daily article for their “good performance” in establishing rural mess halls experienced severe excess mortality’ (p. 664).
The Indian system of famine prevention was discussed in Chapter 8 of this book. There are, as was argued, two different features involved in the system. One is a worked-out procedure for entitlement protection through employment creation (usually paying the wages in cash), supplemented by direct transfers to the 'unemployable'. The origins of this procedure go back to the 1880s and the Famine Codes of the late nineteenth century, though a number of important developments (including the use of the public distribution system to stabilize food prices) have taken place since independence. The other part is a political 'triggering mechanism' which brings the protection system into play and indeed which keeps the public support system in a state of preparedness. It was this triggering mechanism that was lacking in the famine prevention system of British India after the Famine Codes were set up. In the Bengal famine of 1943, not only were the Famine Codes not invoked, that was indeed a deliberate decision of the government.30

On the other hand, given the political system of post-independence India, it is extremely hard for any government in office—whether at the state level or at the centre—to get away with neglecting prompt and extensive anti-famine measures at the first signs of a famine. And these signs are themselves more easily transmitted given India’s relatively free media and newspapers, and the active and investigative role that journalists as well as opposition politicians can and do play in this field. The adversarial participation of newspapers and opposition leaders is, as we have discussed earlier, an important part of the Indian famine prevention system. It yields a rapid triggering mechanism and encourages preparedness for entitlement protection.

The contrast with China is striking primarily in the second respect. Given its system of public distribution, China did not lack a delivery and redistribution mechanism to deal with food shortages as the famine threatened in 1958 and later. Despite the size of the decline of food output and the loss of entitlement of large sections of the population, China could have done a much better job of protecting the vulnerable by sharing the shortage in a bearable way.

What was lacking when the famine threatened China was a political system of adversarial journalism and opposition.31 The Chinese famine raged on for three years without it being even admitted in public that such a thing was occurring, and without there being an adequate policy response to the threat. Not only was the world ignorant of the terrible state of affairs in China, even the population itself did not know about the extent of the national calamity and the extensive nature of the problems being faced in different parts of the country.

Indeed, the lack of adversarial journalism and politics hit even the govern-

30 The Governor of Bengal, Sir T. Rutherford, wrote to the Viceroy of India explaining that a famine had not been declared to avoid the obligation to undertake the relief measures mandated by the Famine Codes. See Mansergh (1973, 365, Document No. 158).
31 The reasons for this diagnosis and the empirical evidence for this view are discussed in Sen (1982c, 1983a).
cussed in Chapter 2, famine prevention is an important achievement of India, and there is something to learn from that experience in this famine-ridden world. The fact that even post-revolutionary China, with its outstanding record of entitlement promotion and enhancement of living conditions, could fall prey to a gigantic famine indicates that the lesson may be far from negligible. In fact, the precise feature of absence of adversarial politics and open journalism that may have contributed to the occurrence, magnitude and duration of the Chinese famines of 1958–61 are also present in most sub-Saharan African countries today. While the political systems are quite different, this feature of absence of political opposition and free journalism in African politics is a cause of famine vulnerability in Africa as it was in China at the time it had its own disaster. Also, greater tolerance of criticism and more open journalism in China would have a positive effect on helping to make China secure against the kind of political and economic crisis that ushered in the famines of 1958–61. But unfortunately political democratization in China has not really kept pace with the speed of economic liberalization (on which more presently).

Second, as India’s experience shows, open journalism and adversarial politics provide much less protection against endemic undernutrition than they do against a dramatic famine. Starvation deaths and extreme deprivation are newsworthy in a way the quiet persistence of regular hunger and non-extreme deprivation are not. Endemic hunger may increase the morbidity rate and add to the mortality rate (in these respects India’s performance continues to be quite awful), but that is primarily a statistical picture rather than being immediately palpable and—no less importantly—being ‘big news’. To bring endemic deprivation into the fold of news reporting and to make it a major focus of political confrontation are inherently more difficult tasks, and seem to have been largely beyond the normal activities of journalists and politicians in India. That situation could change (there are some signs of that already), and this is clearly a field in which there is scope for the public to play a very creative role in India. But as things stand, the Chinese political commitment—not unrelated to the ideological predispositions of the Chinese political system—seems to have served the country well for combating endemic deprivation, despite its failure as a defence against famines.

Finally, it is important to note that despite the gigantic size of excess mortality in the Chinese famine, the extra mortality in India from regular deprivation in normal times vastly overshadows the former. Comparing India’s death rate of 12 per thousand with China’s of 7 per thousand, and applying that difference to the Indian population of 781 million in 1986, we get an estimate of excess normal mortality in India of 3.9 million per year. This implies that every eight years or so more people die in India because of its higher regular death rate than died in China in the gigantic famine of 1958–61. India seems to manage to fill its cupboard with more skeletons every eight years than China put there in its years of shame.

11.4 Chinese Economic Reforms: Opulence and Support

The economic reforms introduced in China in 1979 have now gone through nearly a decade of practice, and it is possible to begin assessing some of their impacts. On the side of commodity production, there is little doubt that the Chinese economy has surged ahead in response to market incentives, and the agricultural sector has really had—at long last—a proper ‘taper forward’. As Table 11.1 indicates, the gross value of agricultural output doubled between 1979 and 1986 (a growth rate of more than 10 per cent per year). Growth in the agricultural sector has also kept pace with industrial expansion, which is in fact quite remarkable in itself, particularly since industrial expansion has been very fast as well. There may be some questions about the exact figures (there might have been incentives to understate output prior to the reforms), and it is not easy to be certain of the exact growth rates achieved. There has also been a slow-down after the initial leap, as well as some worry that the production of food crops has not kept up with the expansion of other types of production. Nevertheless, taking everything into account, there can be little doubt that the economic reforms have been quite remarkable in expanding the supply of nutrients in China as well as agricultural outputs and incomes in general.

The economic reforms can be and have been questioned from many points of view. The fact that the reforms have led to an inflationary situation with price

36 On this see Sen (1981c, 1983a, 1984a) and Ram (1986).
rises destabilizing the consumers' equilibrium has been widely acknowledged, and this has caused some rethinking on how far and how fast to go on the path of economic change. There have also been fears that the price mechanism, while successful in raising total outputs and incomes, may increase inequalities in the distribution of incomes. But, again, even after taking note of these qualifications, it is quite clear that the average opulence of the Chinese population, especially the rural population, has expanded greatly since the reforms.

Even in the reduction of poverty, calculated in terms of personal incomes, a great deal has been recently achieved. It appears that the number of rural Chinese below the poverty line of 200 yuan in 1986 prices has fallen from 200 million in 1979 to 70 million in 1986. \(^{39}\) That is a striking decline of which there are few parallels. If 'growth-mediated security' were the chief means of promotion of longevity in China, this post-reform experience should have provided an excellent basis for further enhancement of life expectancy at a rapid rate.

In fact, however, this has not occurred, as we noted earlier. The death rate in China, rather than declining rapidly, seems to have gone up after the reforms, as Table 11.1 indicates. Indeed, in no year since 1979 has the death rate—as given in Chinese official statistics—been lower than that achieved by 1978 and 1979, viz. 6.2 per thousand. The death rate, as reported in the Statistical Yearbook of China, went up to 7.6 by 1983, and even after coming down, it has hovered around 6.6 and 6.7 in 1985 and 1986.

There is much room for doubt about the correctness of the official Chinese mortality data. It must be particularly noted that an increase in the coverage of mortality statistics may have the effect of raising the reported death rate. It is quite possible that at least some part of the apparent increase in mortality rates after 1979 is connected with better coverage of death data. Also, we have to take note of the changing age composition of the Chinese population when interpreting overall death rates. \(^{40}\) But even after due note has been taken of these factors, there is evidence of an increase in forces of mortality since the reforms compared with what had been achieved before them. \(^{41}\) The downward trend in mortality which made China reach truly unusual levels of longevity (given its low per-capita income) has been at least halted, and possibly reversed.

The effect of the changing age composition can be eliminated by looking not at the crude death rate, which is in effect a simple average, but at the life expectancy figures. Life expectancy is estimated by using 'endogenous weights' (in the sense that the population in different age groups is estimated

\(^{39}\) See Riskin (1988: 21).
\(^{40}\) See Banister (1987) and Hussain and Stern (1988).
\(^{41}\) Hussain and Stern (1986) argue that the year-to-year fluctuations in death rates are likely to be largely the result of changing data sources and methods, but confirm a broad pattern of a reduction in the death rate to the end of 1970s followed by an increase of around 7% in the death rate from 1979–86' (p. 18).

by using the mortality rates in the previous age groups), and does not depend on the actual age structure of the existing population. Thus, concentrating on life expectancy gives us a good idea of what we are looking for.

Judith Banister's estimates of life expectancy at birth are given in Table 11.2. These suggest a steady decline in life expectancy since 1978 (up to and including 1984, which is the last year in Banister's series). The fall is moderate, though firm and consistent, but it has to be judged particularly as a contrast with steadily declining mortality rates and expansion of life expectancy up to the late 1970s (with the exception, of course, of the period of the famine of 1958–61, discussed earlier). The real issue is the slowing down of social progress just when overall economic growth has quickened.

While the reduction of life expectancy is fairly moderate, the rise of infant mortality according to some estimates appears to be sharp (see Table 11.2). This is so according to both Banister's estimates and also the indirect estimates made by Yang and Dowdle (1985) on the basis of a fertility survey questionnaire. The extent to which this is connected with China's enforced population policy introduced also in 1979—especially the insistence on a one-child limit in many parts of the country and a two-child limit elsewhere—is not crystal clear, but there is strong circumstantial evidence in that direction. \(^{42}\) One of the sinister signs is a decline in the reported birth ratio of females to males, and this can reflect infanticide, or at least death due to severe neglect, of female children, with their births as well as deaths remaining unregistered. \(^{43}\) The recent

\(^{42}\) See Banister (1987: Chapter 7). 'Many couples, determined to have a son, have killed their infant daughters, either outright or by severe neglect, so that they could try again for a son' (Banister 1987: 40).
\(^{43}\) See Hull (1985) on this general question, and also on the results of a 1 per cent survey of the population carried out by the State Statistical Bureau in 1987.
relaxation of the one-child limit when the first child is a girl may have been the result of recognizing the prevalence of this problem.

No matter what role the population policy may have played in this, there is considerable evidence that the mortality picture has possibly darkened for girls in comparison with boys in recent years. In fact, Banister’s estimations suggest that in the post-reform period while male infant mortality has continued to fall (though only quite slowly), it is female infant mortality that has apparently had an upward jump (see Table 11.3). Similarly and correspondingly, male life expectancy at birth has continued to rise (again, very moderately since the reforms), but female life expectancy reached a peak in the pre-reform year of 1978 and has fallen apparently since then. These estimates are speculative and must not be taken too seriously, but altogether there is much evidence of (1) a slow down or a halt in the steadily improving survival chances of both men and women, and specifically children, and (2) on top of that, an evident increase in gender bias, specifically affecting female children.

The increase in gender bias, if confirmed, would no doubt relate (at least partly) to recent population policies. However, enforced limitation of population size, since it is in principle ‘gender neutral’, can have a devastating effect on female children only when there is already a strong parental preference for male children, and ultimately we have to be concerned also with the causal roots of that preference.

Such male-preference is not, of course, a new thing in China, but it is arguable that the responsibility system may itself have contributed a little to the undermining of the position of women. As was argued in Chapter 4, there is considerable evidence that the involvement of women in so-called ‘gainful employment’ tends to reduce gender bias against females. In this respect, the communal form of agriculture used in pre-reform China provided much easier scope for female ‘gainful’ involvement, and the proportion of women in such employment had risen quite radically in the 1960s and 1970s. However, with the new responsibility system, Chinese agricultural production has become more family-based, with the usual division of labour that tends to place women in activities of the typical ‘household’ kind.44

This can indeed be an influence towards worsening the position of women in ‘cooperative conflicts’, and through a general regression of women’s economic position and social status, can also strengthen the anti-female bias in the caring of children. It is not obvious that this type of effect, which—if important—is most likely to be so only in the long run, could have had any role already in the Chinese rural society. But no matter what view is taken of that question (and more generally of any strengthening of anti-female bias in the Chinese society), the pre-existing level of anti-female bias would, in any case, tend to make any restrictive policy fall disproportionately on the female child.

The restrictive developments of the post-reform period include not merely the enforced control of family size, but also a considerable reduction in the general medical care and health services available in rural China. The ‘supported security’ on the basis of which China had achieved so much prior to the reforms has been weakened rather than strengthened in some important ways by the reforms affecting the economy and the society.45 In fact, despite the increase in outposts and incomes, the support system that the Chinese had built up with such success has been under severe strain. There is a clear weakening of commitment to public support measures, which may be partly ideological, related to the recent passion for economic liberalism.46 But it is also connected with the undermining of the financial and institutional basis of public support measures at the local level in rural areas, as a result of the abandonment of previous communal arrangements and their replacement by the ‘responsibility system’, which we discussed earlier.47

The rural production brigades used to offer a widespread cooperative medical system of health insurance, but the proportion offering this support has declined from 90 per cent in 1977 to about 34 per cent by 1985.48 It appears that the earlier cooperative health insurance survives only in 5 per cent of the villages, according to the Ministry of Public Health.49 The number of village-level medical workers has fallen from 3.3 million in 1975 to 1.2 million by 1984. The number of ‘barefoot doctors’ working in Chinese villages and brigade

---

45 It is, in fact, also possible that the breakdown of social support provisions regarding old age security may have added to the existing ‘pre-male-child’ bias, given the association of male-preference with the motive of insuring support in old age. On related matters, see Hussain et al. (1989).
46 Riskin (1988) notes that the style is a hybrid one involving ‘a strange mixture of residual socialist rhetoric and Chicago School values’. But the socialist rhetoric has been distinctly in retreat in recent years.
48 See Banister (1986: 2–3).

---

Table 11.3 Gender differential in mortality in China, 1978–1984

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Life expectancy at birth (years)</th>
<th>Infant mortality per thousand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Females</td>
<td>Males</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>65.3</td>
<td>64.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>64.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>64.7</td>
<td>64.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>64.4</td>
<td>64.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>64.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Banister (1987), Table 4.12.
clinics went down from 1.8 million in 1977 to 1.3 million by 1984, and is known to have fallen greatly since. The number of female barefoot doctors fell even more sharply. By now, that entire system of medically imperfect but socially useful service is in complete decline, and the number of barefoot doctors is no longer reported in the Statistical Yearbook.50

Further, the balance between urban and rural areas in terms of medical services—less unequal in China than in most developing countries—has also been disrupted by the changes accompanying the reforms. By 1983 the three-quarters of China’s total population who happen to live in rural areas had to make do with the services of only half the practising doctors, i.e. a third of what the urban areas had in per capita terms.51

The impact of these declines in rural health services must have been significant in general and particularly detrimental to vulnerable groups, and its role in halting the rapidly declining trend of Chinese mortality would have been substantial. Also, the burden of decreased health services seems to have been unequally shared between boys and girls, and given the pre-existing anti-female bias (whether strengthened or not in the post-reform period), the gender inequalities can be expected to be most consequential in periods of general contraction.52

Despite these disruptions of communal health facilities, China does, of course, remain considerably ahead of India in terms of its widespread public health provisions and related social security facilities. The Chinese also remain firmly in the lead in the fields of longevity, nutrition and health. But the recent economic reforms, with their negative effects on public support (especially at the local level in the rural areas), have moved China a little bit in the direction of India, and that—in this context—is not a particularly helpful development. The weakening of the support-led system has not been outweighed by a growth-mediated new development.

It is too early to judge what kind of a new equilibrium China will achieve. At the moment it is clear that there is a pause and perhaps even some regress in the expansion of longevity and in the reduction of morbidity, despite the progress in incomes and opulence. The authoritarian nature of Chinese politics has permitted an abrupt reduction in the social security provisions that had contributed so much to China’s earlier successes.

It is not our purpose to prognosticate what will happen in China in the long run. From the point of view of public action against hunger and deprivation, what is especially important is an understanding of the policy issues raised by China’s varied experience. A particularly important one concerns the role of public support, especially the universality of the coverage of public support. The contribution that universal (or near-universal) support-led security can make to living conditions is exemplified both by (1) China’s progress in expanding some of the most basic capabilities up to the late 1970s despite little increase in per-capita GNP and food consumption, and (2) her comparative regress in these vital fields in the post-reform period despite rapidly rising outputs and incomes.

11.5 China, India and Kerala

India offers within its own boundaries quite a variety of experiences. There are great interstate differences, and one state in particular, viz. Kerala, deserves special attention in terms of public action against hunger and deprivation. Kerala is one of the poorer Indian states.53 Yet it has achieved a remarkably high level of life expectancy—by a long margin higher than any other Indian state, including the richest states of Punjab and Haryana.

The last rigorous estimate of life expectancy at birth in India available at the time of writing this monograph is for the period 1976–80. The figures for the next half-decade 1981–5 have not yet been published. The all-India average figure in 1976–80 was 52 years, but that for Kerala was as high as 66 years (68 for females and 64 for males), which is not materially different from China’s achievement.54 Early estimates indicate considerable increases in life expectancy in India as a whole, but Kerala’s overwhelming lead has been maintained.

Doubts have been raised as to whether Kerala’s outstanding longevity indicators are reflective of a comparable breakthrough in general health and nutritional well-being.55 These doubts have arisen mainly from the additional evidence provided by (1) low calorie intakes, and (2) high self-reported morbidity rates. The significance of these indicators is, however, open to serious question. As was discussed at some length in Chapter 3, calorie intake offers a poor basis of assessment of nutritional status, and when it comes to more direct measures of nutritional well-being (especially the avoidance of severe undernourishment), it appears that Kerala remains firmly ahead of other Indian states.56 As far as high morbidity rates are concerned, these are

50 From 1986 the Statistical Yearbooks discontinued giving the numbers of barefoot doctors, and the last year of report is 1984. See also World Bank (1984a) and Banister (1986).
51 See Banister (1986: 2).
52 On the general issue of gender bias and intrahousehold distribution, see Chapter 4.
54 This figure of 65.5 years is, in fact, a little higher than Judith Banister’s estimate of life expectancy for China even before the reforms (65.1), and a fortiori so afterwards (64.6 in 1994 according to Banister’s estimate). It must, of course, be mentioned that there is a lot of regional diversity within China (on this see Prescott and Jamison 1985), and the life expectancies in the more advanced regions are higher than that in Kerala.
55 See e.g. Panikkar and Soman (1984) and B. G. Kumar (1987).
56 See e.g. the anthropometric evidence presented in B. G. Kumar (1987), Table 6.7, and Subbarao (1989), Table 6 (both based on survey data collected by the National Nutrition Monitoring Bureau). The very low incidence of ‘severe undernutrition’ in Kerala is particularly striking—a matter of particular importance for health, well-being and survival (on this see Lipton 1983, and also Chapter 3 above). The percentage of ‘severe undernutrition’ for children below 5 and 5 years of age in 1982 was 6.1 for India as a whole and only 1.5 for Kerala (Kumar 1987, Table 6.7).
Table 11.4 China, India and Kerala: selected comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adult literacy rate (per cent)</th>
<th>Life expectancy at birth (years)</th>
<th>Female–male ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>64.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerala</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>67.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Based on self-reported illnesses, and it is not easy to determine the extent to which they reflect a greater level of articulation of a population that is enormously more literate and health-conscious than people anywhere else in India. It has been argued, in fact, that self-reported morbidity indicators as they exist today are extremely misleading in the context of interpersonal comparisons of well-being. While there is some scope for disparation as to the precise relationship between longevity and other aspects of nutrition or health in Kerala, the overall picture of success is hard to deny.

The role of public support in Kerala’s achievement has attracted justified attention. This has partly taken the form of extensive medical coverage of the population through public health services, helped by the determination of the population—much more educated than elsewhere in India—to seek medical attention. Kerala is also the only Indian state in which public distribution

of food goes well beyond the limits of urban areas and provides significant support to the rural population.

The high literacy level of Kerala is also a major asset, especially in making people more eager and more skilled in seeking modern remedies for treatable ailments. It may also have a role in facilitating public participation in social change and in generating public demand for social security. The innovative programmes in the distribution of health care and food in Kerala have frequently followed articulated social and political demands. The same is true of a range of institutional changes, notably wage legislation and land reforms.

In contrast with the all-India adult literacy rate of 41 per cent (age 15 or over) in 1981, Kerala's literacy rate is 78 per cent. That ratio is also substantially higher than China's 70 per cent for 1985. There is also a particularly important feature in Kerala's pattern of literacy. It shows relatively less gender bias. The percentage of adult literacy in Kerala in 1981 was 71 for women and 86 for men, compared with 26 and 55 respectively for India as a whole. The gender bias in literacy is also substantially less in Kerala than in China, as Table 11.4 indicates.

The female literacy rate of 71 per cent in Kerala compares well with the corresponding rate of 56 per cent in China.

In fact, the history of literacy expansion through public action goes back a long time in Kerala. The state of Kerala was formed at the time of independence by amalgamating, on grounds of linguistic uniformity and cultural unity, two so-called 'native Indian states' (viz. Travancore and Cochin) with a part of the old Madras Presidency in British India (viz. Malabar). As it happens, public policy in both the native Indian states put much greater emphasis on general education and literacy than was the case in the rest of India, and the emphasis on female education was particularly exceptional. In fact, as early as 1817, the ruler of Travancore, Rani (Queen) Gouri Parvathi Bai, had issued a rescript commanding that 'the State should defray the entire cost of the education of its people in order that there might be no backwardness in the spread of enlightenment among them, that by diffusion of education they might become better subjects and public servants and that the reputation of the State might be advanced thereby'. The Rani was probably right, and the wide educational base in Kerala seems to have had a major impact on other public policies in that state (including medical cee and food policy), in addition to encouraging intelligent health practice at the family level.

Gender bias is a topic of some interest in the context of both China and India. As was noted in Chapter 4, both China and India have an exceptionally low female–male ratio (FMR) in the population, and the issue of female survival is

57. For the evidential basis of this claim, see Murray and Chen (1989). As shown by these authors, many contrary findings arise from assessments of well-being based on self-reported morbidity data. For instance, while self-reported morbidity rates in India are highest in Kerala they are even lower in Uttar Pradesh, where the expectation of life is about 25 years shorter than in Kerala, higher income groups. Such findings do not imply, of course, that self-reported morbidity data are in the social analysis of perception and communication.


59. It is clear that the higher incidence of reported morbidity can be a symptom of a positive treatment. For instance, in Kerala's success in dealing with diseases and in expanding longevity, a large proportion of the Indian rural population die from undiagnosed—often ignored—diseases.


61. The radicalism of Kerala's politics found some expression in 1957 in its being the first Indian state to elect a communist government. Since then different political coalitions have ruled the state, and the parties in office have been typically kept on a short leash.

an important one in both countries. Life expectancy at birth has been lower for females than for males in India until very recently and the cross-over—
bringing India in line with much of the rest of the world—is supposed to have
occurred only in this decade. In China, the move in recent years has been in
the opposite direction, and the female life expectancy, which used to be higher
than the male, has now become lower (see Table 11.3 and the discussion in the
last section). In both countries the female–male ratio remains dismally low
—around 93 females per 100 males. It contrasts with the ratio of 1.05 or higher
observed in those countries (e.g. in Europe or North America) in which there is
little gender bias in health care and food distribution (though there may be
much sexism in other areas), and it is much lower (as discussed in Chapter 4)
than the sub-Saharan African ratio of 1.02.

In contrast with both China and the rest of India, the female–male ratio in
Kerala was higher than 1.03 in the last census, and is taken to have risen further
since then. This is a higher female–male ratio than that for every region of the
developing world for which we examined aggregated data in Chapter 4
(including sub-Saharan Africa, which was the basis for our calculation of
'missing women').

To what extent the relative absence of gender bias in Kerala relates to its
radical public policy (discussed earlier) is hard to say. It would be surprising if
a greater level of female education—and less gender inequality in the sharing
of education—had not contributed to better prospects of a plausible life for
women, both through raising the status of women and through increasing female
economic power and independence in ‘cooperative conflicts’ (discussed
in Chapter 4).

But there are also other factors to be considered here, including the partially
matrilineal system of inheritance in parts of Kerala and the relatively long
history of its left-wing activist politics. It would be well beyond the scope of
the present inquiry to go into this important but difficult question, and the sorting
out of different but interrelated causal influences can be a particularly hard
effort. But it is worth noting, as a preliminary observation for closer scrutiny,
that the one state in India that has made extensive use of support-led security
has also been able to avoid some of the disastrous implications of
gender bias that plagues so many parts of the world. The possibility of
support-led systems making a contribution to gender equality is something
that would deserve further investigation.64

63 See Dyson (1987).

64 It should be mentioned here that the female–male ratio being greater than unity has been a
feature of Kerala since before this century. In the Census of India for 1881, it was remarked: ‘in
Travancore, as in other southern populations, the proportions of the sexes approach more nearly to
European standards than is the case in the northern states and Provinces’ (Report on the Census of
British India, vol. 1 (London: HMSO 1883), p. 70). This fact should not be seen as automatically
turning the table against the importance of support-led security for reducing gender bias, since the
active promotion of primary education, especially female education, in Kerala (in particular in

ChinA AND InDiA

The success of Kerala in achieving support-led security adds force to the
plausibility of following this route even when the economy is very poor. The fact that Kerala has achieved such success through careful and wide-coverage
public support shows how much can be achieved even at a low level of income,
if public action is aimed at promoting people’s basic entitlements and capabilities.

People’s capability to conquer preventable illness and to escape premature
mortality depends crucially on their command over basic necessities and their
ability to use these with skill. Public support of education, health, employment,
etc. can contribute both to that command and to the necessary abilities.
The varying experiences of China and India, and the internal diversity of those
experiences (both over time and over regions), bring out the importance of
these roles in varying contexts.

Travancore and Cochin) goes back to early in the last century. Both the features of higher FMR and
higher involvement in basic education (especially for girls) go back to the 19th century in the case
of Kerala.